REFERENCES, SOME SUGGESTED FURTHER READING, AND WEB SITE RESOURCES

1. General references relevant to empowerment and participation in development cooperation work

UN and WFD webpages and documents; websites for Deaf Associations and NGOs; relevant research centres, projects, and websites

Allen, Colin. Avoiding Deaf colonialism in developing countries: Empowerment in development work. Video presentation at the International Workshop of Deaf Community Development at iSLanDS institute (Preston, UK) in July 2012.
www.slwmanual.info/#colin_allen

Albanian National Association of the Deaf (ANAD)
www.shknd.info
www.facebook.com/anad2000
Gjuha e Shenjave Shqipe 1, 2005 (First dictionary in Albanian Sign Language – book + DVD)

Deaf Academics
www.deafacademics.org

Dictionaries of African Sign Languages
www.africansignlanguages.org > Dictionaries/Dictionnaires

Discovering Deaf Worlds
www.discoveringdeafworlds.org

Finnish Association of the Deaf (FAD)
www.kuurojenliitto.fi/en > Development Cooperation
www.facebook.com/kuurojenliitto

International Institute for Sign Languages and Deaf Studies (iSLanDS)
www.uclan.ac.uk/research/explore/groups/islands.php

iSLanDS Sign Language Endangerment Research Project
www.uclan.ac.uk/islands
www.uclan.ac.uk/research/explore/projects/sign_languages_in_unesco_atlas_of_world_languages_in_danger.php > Questionnaire > Adapted Survey: Linguistic Vitality and Diversity of Sign Languages

Kosovar Association of the Deaf (KAD)
www.shksh.org
www.facebook.com/pages/SHKSH-KAD/484915854903850
Gjuha e Shenjave Kosovare 1, 2012 (First dictionary in Kosovar Sign Language – book + DVD)

National Association of the Deaf (NAD in USA)
nad.org/issues/international-advocacy

Sign Linguistics Corpora Network
www.ru.nl/slcn/

Auslan Corpus
elar.soas.ac.uk/deposit/0001
www.auslan.org.au/about/corpus/

BSL Corpus Project
www.bslcorpusproject.org
DGS Corpus

LSF Corpus
www.umr7023.cnrs.fr/-Realisation-de-corpus-de-donnes-.html

LSFB Corpus
www.corpus-lsfb.be

NGT Corpus
www.ru.nl/corpusngtuk/

PJM (PSL) Corpus
www.plm.uw.edu.pl/en/node/241

SSL Corpus
www.ling.su.se/english/research/research-projects/sign-language/swedish-sign-language-corpus-project-1.13982

Sign Linguistics (linguistic terminology in International Sign)
www.signlinguistics.com

SLLING-L List (e-mail list for linguists interested in signed languages)
listserv.valenciacollege.edu/cgi-bin/wa?Ao=SLLING-L

SLLS: Sign Language Linguistics Society
www.slls.eu > About > Ethics > SLLS Ethics Statement for Sign Language Research
www.slls.eu > Starting Guide

UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN CRPD)

World Federation of the Deaf (WFD)
wfdeaf.org > Human Rights > UN CRPD
wfdeaf.org > Human Rights > UN CRPD > CRPD translations in national sign languages
wfdeaf.org > Human Rights > UN CRPD > Deaf as a linguistic and cultural group / Sign Language
wfdeaf.org > Databank
Guidelines, Policies, Statements, Submissions, Fact Sheets, Cooperation Agreements, Publications and Resources, Information about deaf issues
Policies > WFD Work in Developing Countries
Policies > Work Done by Member Organisations in Developing Countries
Statements > Statement on the unification of sign languages
Statements > WFD Statement on Sign Language Work
Statements > WFD Statement on Standardized Sign Language
2. Academic references

Sign language research, sign language documentation and description; field work; ethics; sign language lexicography (dictionary work); sign language policy and planning (such as standardisation issues), and deaf culture


**Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove & Ulla Aikio-Puoskari.** 2003. Exclusion or inclusion – linguistic human rights for a linguistic minority, the Deaf Sign language users, and an indigenous people, the Saami. In Philip Lee (Ed.) *Many voices, one vision: The right to communicate in practice*. London: Southbound/WACC.


